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The little steamer, the Spahi, which conveyed 

us across the Strait, was seaworthy for all her 

cranky appearance, and made the passage of thirty-

two miles quickly and comfortably for all her 

roughness of accommodation. She was a cargo-

boat, but her skipper was English, and did his best 

to make the ladies feel at home. Besides, Captain 

No. 1 had brought a select basket of provisions 

and a case of dry, undoctored champagne. One of 

our first experiences as we cleared Algeciras, with 

turrets like our martello-towers sentinelling the 

hills, and the three-masted wreck—" Been twenty-

one days there," said the skipper, "and not an 

effort has been made to raise it yet, and not even a 

warning light is hung over it at night"—was to 

sight a bottle-nosed whale puffing and spewing its 

predatory course. 

" What are those ruins upon the Spanish shore 

for ?"' asked the accomplished lady. 

When she was informed that they were the 

beacons raised in the days of oíd, when the Moorish 

corsairs haunted that coast, and that the moment 

the pírate sail was descried in the offing (I hope 
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this is correctly nautical) the warning fire blazed 

by night, or the warning plume of smoke went up 

by day, to summon Spain's chivalry to tbe rescue, 

she wats enchanted, and recited a passage from 

Macaulay's " Armada." 

We made the transit in a little over three hours, 

and, rounding the Punta de Malabata, cut into the 

Bay of Tangier, and eased off steam at some distance 

from the Atlantic-washed shore. There is no pier, 

but a swell and discoloration, projecting in straight 

line seawards, marks where a mole had once stood. 

That was a piece of British handiwork; but the 

Moor, who is no more tormented by the demon of 

progress than the Turk, had literally let it slide, 

until it sank under the waters. 

The Sultana of Moorish cities Tangier is some-

times called, and truly she does wear a regaL 

sultana-like air as seen from afar, eushioned in 

state on the hillside, her white fíat roofs rising 

one above another like the steps of a marble 

staircase, the tall minareis of the mosques piercing 

the air, and the multitudinous many-coloured flags 

of all nations fluttering above the various consu-

26—2 
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lates. But in this, as in so many other instances, 

it is distance which lends encliantment to the 

view. 

We went as near to the shore as we could in 

small boats, and when we grounded, a fellowship 

of clamouring, unkempt, half-naked Barbary Jews, 

skull-capped, with their shirts tied at their waists 

and short cotton drawers, rushed forward to meet 

us, and carry us pickaback to dry land. The 

ladies were borne in chairs, slung over the shoulders 

of two of these amphibious porters, or on an im-

provised seat made by their linked hands, but to 

preserve their equilibrium the dear creatures had 

to clasp their arms tightly round the necks of the 

natives. This would not look well in a picture, 

above all if the lady were a professional beauty. 

But there was nothing wrong in it, any more than 

in Amaryllis clinging to the embrace of Strephon in 

the whirling of a waltz. Custom reconciles to every-

thing. On stepping into the small boat I had my 

first difficulty with Albert. I trod on his tail. 

The dog looked reproachfully, but did not moao. 

His mistress scowled, and warned me to take care 
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what I was about for an awkward fool. Her 

husband, witb a pained look on his face, mutely 

apologized for her, and I humbly excused myself 

and vowed amendment. I am not revengeful, but 

I did enjoy it when one of tbe porters, tottering 

under tbe weight of the fat lady, made a false step 

and nearly gave ber a sousing. I clambered on 

my particular Berber's back, dear Albert in my 

arms, and we splashed merrily along; but Captain 

No. 1, who turned tbe scales at seventeen stone two 

pounds, had not so uneventful a landing. Twice 

his bearer halted, and tbe warrior, abandoning 

bimself to his fate, swore he would make the 

Berber's nose probé the sand if he stumbled. 

As I was discharged on the beach, I was con-

fronted by a majestic Moor. His grave brown 

face was fringed with a closely-trimmed jet-black 

beard, and his upper lip was shaded with a jet-

black moustache. He wore a white turban and a 

wide-sleeved ampie garment of snowy white, ñow-

ing in graceful folds below his knees; and on his 

feet were loóse yellow slippers, peaked and turned 

up at the toes. This was Mahomet Lamarty, better 
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known as " Fat Mahomet," who had acted as inter-

preter to the British troops in the Crimea, and 

who, at this period, was making an income by 

supplying subalterns from Gib with masquerade 

suits to take borne and horses to ride. Mahomet 

in his sphere was a great man. He was none of 

your loquacious valéis de 'place, no courier of the 

Transcendental school. He had made the pilgrim-

age to Mecca and was a Hadji; he was a chieftain 

of a tribe in the vicinity, and had fought in the 

war against the Spanish infidels; he could borrow 

his purest and finest Arab from the Kadi; he was 

free to the sacred garden of the Shereef, or Pope-

Sultan, one of the descendants of the Prophet, 

Allah be praised ! 

Mahomet, who was known to both the Captains, 

passed our small impedimenta through the custom-

house—there is an orthodox custom-house, though 

there is no proper accommodation for shipping— 

and we trailed at his heels up the cióse, crowded, 

rough alleys which did duty as streets. It would 

be hard to imagine a more thorough-going change 

than our scurry across the waves had effected. We 
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were in another world completely. We had been 

transported as on the carpet of the magician, It 

was as if the calendar had been put back for 

centuries, and the half-forgotten personages of the 

" Thousand-and-One Nights" were revivified and 

had their being around us. 

Tangier is a walled and fortified town; but 

Vauban had no hand in the fortifications, and it is 

my prívate opinión the walls would go down before 

a peremptory horn-blast quicker than those of 

Jericho. It swarms with a motley population mueh 

addicted to differenees in shades of complexión. 

The Tangerines exhaust the primitive colours and 

most of the others in their features. There are 

lime-white Tangerines, copper and canary-coun-

tenanced Tangerines, olive and beetroot-hued 

Tangerines, Tangerines of the tint of the bottom 

of pots, Tangerines of every—no, I beg to recall 

that, there are no well-defined blue or green 

Tangerines; at least, none that carne under my 

ken. The town is as oíd as the hills and coura-

geously uncivilized. There is no gasholder, no 

railway-station, no theatre, no cab-stand, no daily 
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paper, and no drainage board to go into controversy 

over. It is unconsciously backward, near as it is to 

Europe—a rifle-shot off the track of ships plying 

from the West to the ports of the Mediterranean. 

It preserves its Eastern aroma with a fine Moslem 

conservatism. Its ramparts of crumbling masonry 

are ornamented with ancient cannon useless for 

offence, useless for defence. There is said to be a 

saluting-battery; but the legend runs that the 

gunners require a week's olear notice before firing a 

salute.* There is no locomotion save in boxes and 

on the backs of quadrupeds; and quadrupeds of 

the inferior order are usually, when overtaken by 

death, thrown in the streets to decompose. But if 

the irregularity of the town would galvanize the 

late Monsieur Haussmann in his grave, its situation 

would satisfy the most exacting Yankee engineer. 

It is huddled in a sheltered nest on the fringe of a 

land of milk and honey; it has the advantage of a 

a That has all been changed since. There are serviceable 
rifled guns at Tangier now, and the Sultán has some 
approach to a regular army, organized by an ex-English 
soldier. 
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spread of level beach, and rejoices in the balmiest 

of climes. 

The streets are so narrow that you could light a 

cigar from your neighbour's window on the opposite 

side; but there is no window, neither at this side 

ñor the other. A hole with a grating is the only 

window that is visible. Moors are jealous, and to 

be able to appreciate their household comforts you 

must first succeed in turning their houses inside 

out. Those who have dived into the recesses say 

the fruit is as savoury as the husk is repulsive. 

The windowless houses with their backs grudgingly 

turned to the thoroughfares are low for the most 

part, and the thoroughfares are—oh ! so crooked— 

zigzag, up and down, staggering in a drunken way 

over hard cobble-stones and leading nowhere. 

There are mosques and stores entered by horse-

shoe arches, a bazaar dotted over with squatting 

women, cowled with dirty blankets, selling warm 

griddle-cakes; moving here and there are the same 

spectral figures, similar dirty blankets veiling them 

from head to foot; over the way are cylinders of 

mat, with nets caging the apertures at each end, to 
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hold the cocks and hens, rabbits and pigeons, 

brought for sale by Biffians, descendants of the cor-

sairs of that ilk, stalwart, brown, and bare-legged, 

with heads shaven but for tbe twisted scalp-lock left 

for the convenience of Asrael when he is dragging 

them up to Paradise. Hebrews have their standings 

around, and deal in strips of cotton, brass dishes, 

and slippers, or change money, or are ready for 

anything ín the shape of barter. Seated in the 

shade of that small niche in the wall, as on a 

tailor's shop-board, is an adool, or public notary, 

selling advice to a client; in the alcove next him is 

a worker in beads and filigree; from a dusty forge 

beyond comes the clang of anvils, where half-naked 

smiths are hammering out bits or fashioning horse-

shoes. Mules with Bedouins perched, chin on shin, 

amid the bales of merchandise on their backs, cross 

the bazaar at every moment; or files of donkeys, 

stooping under bundles of faggots, pick their careful 

way. By-and-by—but this is not a frequent sight— 

a Moslem swell ambles past on a barb, gorgeous in 

caparisons, the enormous peaked saddle held in its 

place by girths round the beast's breast and 
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quarters, and covered with scarlet hammer-cloth. 

If we moye about and examine the stalls, we see 

lumps of candied sweetmeats here; charms, snuff-

boxes made of young cocoanuts and beads tbere; 

and jars of milk or baskets of dates elsewhere. At 

the fountain yonder, contrived in the wall, and 

approached by rugged, sloppy steps, water-carriers, 

wide-mouthed negro slaves, male and female, with 

brass curtain-rings in their ears, and skins blacker 

than the moonless midnight, come and go the whole 

day long, and gossip or wrangle with loafers in 

coarse mantles and burnous of stuff striped like 

leopard-skin. Beside the silent, gliding, ghost-like 

Mahometan women and the Hottentot Venus, you 

have Eebecea in gaudy kerchief and Doña Dolores 

in silken skirt and lace mantilla from neighbouring 

Spain. In the mingling crowd all is novelty, all is 

noise, all is queer and shifting and diversified. 

The hotel where we put up was owned by 

Bruzeaud, formerly a messman of a British regi-

ment. It was approached by a filthy lañe, and 

commanded a prospect of a square not much larger 

than a billiard-table. In the middle of this square 
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was the limp body of a deceased mongoose. At 

the opposite side of it was a Mahometan school, 

where the children were instructed in the Koran, 

and their treble voices as they recited the inspired 

verses in unisón kept up drone for hours. The 

build and surroundings of the hostelry left much 

opening for improvement, but we had no valid 

ground for complaint. The beds were clean, 

Bruzeaud was a good cook, the waiter was attentive 

and smiled perpetually, which made up for his 

stupidity; we had a single agreeable fellow-guest 

in a Frenehman, who spoke Arabic, and had lived 

in the city of Morocco as a pretended follower of 

the Prophet; and, besides, there was that dry un-

doctored champagne, which it is permissible to 

drink at all meáis in África. 

There was another hotel in Tangíer, a more pre-

tentious establishment, owned by one Martin— 

surname unknown. Martin was a character. He 

was an unmitigated coloured gentleman, blubber-

lipped and black as the ace of spades, with saffron-

red streaks at the corners of his optics. He was a 

native of one of the West India Islands, I believe, 
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but I "will not be positive. Mahomet Lamarty 

pressed me to tell him in what English county 

Englishmen were born black, and when I said in 

none, be gravely ejaculated that in that case 

Martin was a liar, and habitually ate dirt. To 

avert possible complications into which I might 

have been drawn, I bad to hasten to explain tbat 

Martin migbt possibly have been born in a part of 

England known as the Black Country. He had 

served in tbe steward's department on the sbip of 

war where the Duke of Edinburgh, then Prince 

Alfred and a middy, was picking up seamanship. 

Henee his Jove-like hauteur. He had rubbed 

skirts with Royalty, and to his fetter-shadowed 

soul some of the divinity which bedges kings and 

their relatives had adhered to him. I never met a 

darkey who could put on such fearful and won-

derful airs. Where he did not order he conde

scended. He showed me an Irish constabulary 

revolver which he had received from " his oíd 

friend, Lord Francis Conyngham—'pon honour, 

he was delighted to meet him. It was good 

for sore eyes—who'd a-thought of his turning up 
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there!" Splendidly inflated Martin was when he 

spoke of "his servants." Tliis thing was enter-

taining until he grew presumptuous. If you are 

polite to some people they are familiar, and want to 

take an ell for every inch you liave conceded. And 

then you have to tell them to keep their place. 

But Martin, with the instincts of his race, saw in 

time when it was coming to that. What a misery it 

must be for a coloured gentleman of ambition that 

the tell-tale odor stirpis cannot be eliminated! 

Martin spent extraordinary amounts of money on 

the purchase of essences, but to no effect; he could 

not escape from himself; the scent of the nigger, che 

puzzo ! would hang round him still. He was a great 

coward with all his magniloquence, and when cholera 

attacked Tangier, left it in craven terror,and seques-

tered himself in a country house a few miles off. 

The two captains and I "did" Tangier con-

scientiously, with the zest of Bismarck over a 

yellow-covered novel, and the thoroughness of a 

Cook's tourist on his first invasión of Paris. We 

crawled into a stiñing crib of a dark coffee-house, 

and sucked thick brown sediment out of liliputian 
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cups; we smoked hemp from small-bowled pipes 

until we fell off into a state of visionary stupor 

known as "kiff;" we paid our respects to the Kadi, 

exchanged our boots for slippers, and settled down 

cross-legged on mats as if we were the three tailors of 

Tooley Street; we almost consented to have our-

selves bled by a Moorisb barber—Mahomet La-

marty's particular, who lanced him in the nape of 

the neck every spring—for the Moorish barber still 

practises the art of Sangrado, and also extracts 

teeth. But in my note-taking I was sorely handi-

capped by my ignorance of the language. Arabic 

is spoken in the stretch extending from Tetuan to 

Mogador by the coast, and for some distance in the 

interior; Chleuh is the dialect of the inhabitants of 

the Atlas range, and Guinea of the negroes. 

Spanish is slightly understood in Tangier and its 

vicinity, and is well understood by the Jews. The 

houses are generally built of chalk and flint (tabia) 

on the ground-ñoor, and of bricks on the upper 

story. Moorish bricks are good, but rough and 

crooked in make. The houses inhabited by Jews 

are obliged to be coated with a yellow wash, those 
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of natives are white, those of Christians may be of 

any colour. The Jews are made to feel that they 

are a despised stock, and yet with Jewish subtlety 

and perseverance they have managed to get and 

keep the trade of the place in their hands. That 

fact may be plainly gathered from the absence of 

business movement in the bazaars and public 

resorts of Tangier on the Jewish Sabbath. Your 

Hebrew does not poignantly feel or bitterly resent 

being reviled and spat upon, provided he hears the 

broad gold pieces rattling in the courier-bag slung 

over his shoulder. He nurses his vengeance, but 

he has the common sense to perceive that the 

readiest and fullest manner of exacting it is by 

cozening his neighbour. At this semi-European edge 

of África he enjoys comparative license, although 

he is forced to appear in skull-cap and a long 

narrow robe of a dark colour something like a 

priest's soutane. But the son of Israel when he 

has a taste for finery (and which of them has not ?) 

compensates for the gloom of his outer garment by 

wearing an embroidered vest, a girdle of some 

bright hue, and white drawers. 
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The daughters of Israel—but my conscience 

charges me with want of gallantry towards them in 

a previous chapter, and now I can honestly relieve 

it and win baek their favour. They are the only 

beautiful vvomen who mollify tbe horizon of Tan -

gier: the Mahometan ladies are not visible, those 

of Spanish descent are coarse, and of English are 

washed-out; while their lips are against the 

negresses. I have a batch of photographs of 

females in an álbum—aye, of believers in the 

Prcphet amongst them, for it is a folly to imagine 

you cannot obtain that which is forbidden. 

Hercules, I fancy, must have overeóme with a 

golden sword the dragón that watched the gardens 

of the Hesperides—which, by the way, were in the 

neighbourhood of Tangier, if Apollodorus is to be 

credited. On looking over that álbum, the majoricy 

of the faces are distinctly those of Aaronites, and 

most favourable specimens of the family, too 

There are melting black orbs curtained with pen-

sive lashes, luxuriant black hair, regular features, 

and straight, delicately chiselled noses. These 

Jewesses generally wear handkerchiefs disposed in 

VOL. n. 27 
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curving folds over their heads, and are as fond of 

loudly-tinted raiment and the gauds of trinketry 

as their sisters who parade the sands at Eamsgate 

during the season. There is a photograph before 

me, as I write, of a Jewish matron, fat, dull, double-

chinned, and sleepy-eyed, who must have been a 

belle before she fell into flesh. She wears massy 

filigree ear-rings, two strings of precious stones as 

necklaces, ponderous bracelets, edgings of pearls 

on her bodice, and rings on all her fingers. Her 

shoulders are covered with costly lace, and the 

front of her skirt is like an altar-cloth heavy with 

embroidery. I daré say, if one might peep under it, 

she has gold bangles on her ankles. It would 

surprise me if she had an idea in her head beyond 

the decoration of her person. As we turn the leaf, 

there is a full-blooded negress with a striped napkin 

twisted gracefully turban-wise round her hair, and 

coils of beads, large and small, sinuously dangling 

on her breast, like the chains over the Debtor's 

Door at Newgate. A very fine animal indeed, this 

negress, with power in her strong shiny features; 

a nose of courage, thin in the nostrils, and cheek-
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bones high, but not so high as tbose of a Eed 

Indian. If sbe were white, sbe might pass for a 

Caucasian, but for that gibbous under-lip. She 

lacks tbe wide mouth and the hinted intelligent 

arcbness of tbe Two-Headed Nightingale, and bas 

not the moody expression and semi-sensuous, semi-

ferocious development of tbe muscular widows of 

Cetewayo; but for a negress sbe is handsome and 

well-built, and would fetcb a very good price in 

the market. The slave-trade stiü flourishes in 

Morocco. On the next page we meet two types of 

young Moorish females : one a peasant, taken sur-

reptitiously as she stood in a horse-shoe archway; 

the other a lady of the harem, taken—no matter 

by what artífice. The peasant, swathed from tip 

to heel in white like a ghost in a penny booth, and 

shading ber face with a cart-wheel of a palm-leaf 

hat looped from brim to crown, and with one 

extremity of its great margina curled, is a pre-

maturely worn, weather-stained, common-looking 

•wench, with a small nose and screwed-up mouth. 

She is a free woman, but I would not excbange 

the dusky bondswoman for five of her class. 

27—2 
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Centuries of bad food, much baby-nursing, and 

field-labour sink their imprint into a race. The 

barem lady, whose likeness was filched as sbe 

leaned an elbow against a low table, is in a state of 

repose. She squats tailor-fashion, her fingers are 

twined one in anotber in her lap, her eyes are 

closed, and her expression is one of drowsy, listless 

voluptuousness. She is fair, and her dress (for she 

is not arrayed for the reception of visitors) is 

simple—a peignoir, and a sash, and a fold of silk 

binding her long rich tresses. A soft die-away 

face, with no sentirnent more strongly defined than 

the abandonment to pleasure and its consequent 

weariness. By no means an attractive piece of 

flesh and blood, and yet a good sample of the class 

that go to upholster a seraglio. 

I have never had the slightest anxiety to pene-

trate the secrets of the Moslem household, and I 

consider the man who would wish to poke his nose 

into its seclusion no better than Peeping Tom of 

Coventry—an insolent, lecherous cad. I would 

not traverse the street to-morrow to inspect the 

champion vives of the Sultán of Turkey and Shah 
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of Persia amalgamated; and I deserve no credit;for 

it, for I know that they are puppets, and that more 

engaging women are to be seen any afternoon 

shopping in Kegent Street or pirouetting in the 

ballets of half-a-dozen theatres. 

Your lady of the harem is an insipid, pasty-

complexioned dolí, nine times out of ten, and would 

be vastly improved in looks and temperament if 

she were subjected to a course of shower-baths, and 

compelled to take horse-exercise regularly and earn 

her bread before she ate it. 

How do I know this ? it may be asked. Who 

dares to deny it ? is my answer. 

But here is a digression from our theme of the 

condition of the Jews at Tangier, and all on 

account of a few poor photographs! In one sen-

tence, that condition is shameful. It is a reproach 

to the so-called civilized Powers that they do not 

interfere to influence the Emir-al-Mumenin to be-

have with more of the spirit of justice towards his 

Jewish subjects. In Fez and other cities they have 

to dwell in a quarter to themselves—" El Melah " 

(the dirty spot) it is called in Morocco city; and 
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when they leave the Melah they have to go bare-

footed. They are not permitted to ride on mules, 

ñor yet to walk on the same side of the street as 

Arabs. 

The late Sir Moses Montefiore, a very exemplary 

oíd man in some respects, visited Morocco in his 

eightieth year to intercede on behalf of his co-

religionists, and promises of better treatment -svere 

made ; but promises are not always kept. 
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THE Government in Morocco would satisfy the 

most ardent admirer of forcé. It is an unbridled 

despotism. The Sultán is head of the Church as 

of the State, and master of the lives and property 

of his subjects. He dispenses with ministers, and 

deliberates only with favourites. When favourites 

displease him, he can order their heads to be taken 

off. Favourites are careful not to displease him. 
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The land is a térra incógnita, to Europeans, and is 

rich in beans, maize, and wool, which are exported, 

and in wheat and barley, which are not always per-

mitted to be exported. Altogether tbe form of 

administration is very primitive and simple. It is 

a rare privilege for a European to be admitted into 

the Imperial presence, and indeed tbe only occasions, 

one migbt say, when Europeans have tbe privilege 

are tbose furnished by tbe visits of foreign Missions 

to submit credentials and presents. It is advisable 

for a prívate traveller not to go to tbe obief city unless 

attacbed to one of tbese official caravans; but by 

those who have money a journey to Fez may be com-

passed with an escort. This escort consists of the 

Sultan's very irregular soldiers, who are armed with 

very long and very rusty matchlocks, of a pattern 

common nowadays in museums and curiosity shops. 

Ostensibly the escort is intended to protect the 

traveller from the regularly organized bands of 

robbers which infest the interior; but the ex-

perience of the traveller is that when the robbers 

swoop down he has to protect the escort. Chris-

tians are looked upon as dogsby all the self-satisfied 
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natives, and treated so by some of them when they 

can be saucy with impunity. It was my lot to be 

called a dog by a small fanatic, who hissed at me 

with the asperity and industry of a disturbed 

gander, and pelted me with stones. But two can 

play at tbat game, and that boy will tbink twice 

before he lapidates a full-grown Christian again. 

But he will hate him for evermore, and when he 

has reached man's estáte will teach his son to 

repeat the doggerel: " The Christian to the hook, 

the Jew to the spit, and the Moslem to see the 

sight." 

The Sultán collects his revenue (estimated at 

half a million pounds sterling a year, great part of 

which is derived from the Government monopoly 

of the sale of opium) by the aid of his army ; but 

as he never nears the greater portion of his 

dominions, there must be some nice pickings off that 

revenue by minor satraps before it reaches his 

sacred hands. There is quite a phalanx of under-

strappers of State in this despotism. For instance, 

at Tangier there is a Bacha or Governor, a Caliph 

or Vice-Governor, a Nadheer or Administrator of 
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the Mosques, a Mohtasseb or Administrator of the 

Markets, and a Moul-el-Dhoor or Chief of the 

Night Pólice. There is a leaven of the guild 

system, too, as in more advanced countries. Each 

trade has its Amin, each quarter its Mokaderrin. 

There is a Kadi, or Minister of Worship and Justice, 

to whom we paid our respects. Justice is quick 

in its action, and stern in the penalties it inflicts. 

The legs and hands are cut off pilferers, heads are 

cut off sometimes and preserved in salt and cam-

phor, and the bastinado is an ordinary punishment 

for lesser crimes. But the Moors must be thick in 

the soles, ñor is it astonishing, as the practice is 

to chastise children by beating them on the feet. 

Mahomet Lamarty volunteered to procure a criminal 

who would submit to the bastinado for a peseta. 

In the market-place I compassionated an unfor-

tunate thief minus his right hand and left leg. 

We took a -vvalk to the prison, which is on the 

summit of the bilí, Captain No. 1 thoughtfully pro-

viding himself with a basket of bread. What a 

hell upon earth was that sordid, stifling, noisome, 

gloomy keep, with its crowds of starving sore-


